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Molecular properties of coordination compounds can be
efficiently studied by vibrational spectroscopy. The scope of
Raman spectroscopy has been greatly enhanced by the
introduction of Raman optical activity (ROA) sensitive to
chirality. The present review describes some of its recent
applications to study the coordination compounds. 3d and 4f
metal complexes often absorb the excitation light, or exhibit
luminescence. Therefore, effects caused in ROA spectra by
electronic circular dichroism (ECD) and circularly polarized
luminescence (CPL) must be taken into consideration.In 3d
metal complexes ECD and circularly-polarized Raman scattering

compete with the resonance ROA (RROA) signal. Pure RROA
spectrum can thus be obtained by subtracting the so-called
ECD-Raman component. CPL is frequently encountered in 4f
systems. While it can mask the ROA spectra, it is useful to study
molecular structure. These electronic effects can be reduced by
using near-infrared excitation although vibrational ROA signal is
much weaker compared to the usual green laser excitation
scenario. The ROA methodology is thus complex, but capable of
providing unique information about the molecules of interests
and their interaction with light.

1. Introduction

Chirality is an intrinsic property of life as it is essential for the
functioning of living organisms. Indeed, only L-forms of amino
acids and D-forms of sugars can be utilized by them. Metal-
loproteins (alcohol dehydrogenases, cytochromes, myoglobin,
vitamin B12 etc) are no exception in this respect. In snails,
chirality can be detected in the architecture of very early
embryos consisting of only eight cells,[1] and is preserved to
adulthood in the handedness of their shell.[1b,2] Chiral molecules
are also essential in catalysis and materials science. The subject
of studying the interaction of light with chiral molecules is the
brainchild of Louis Pasteur.[3]

Coordination compounds with metal ions find numerous
applications in industrial chemistry, materials and biological
sciences.[4] Their structure and properties can be easily modified
by molecular-chemistry tools, and studied in detail by molecular
spectroscopy.

Chiroptical spectroscopy is capable of discerning differences
in the interaction of left- and right-circularly polarized light with
chiral molecules, and is frequently applied to chiral coordination
compounds.[5] Most often, spectroscopic methods employed to
detect chirality of coordination compounds involve electronic
transitions in the ultraviolet and visible regions. Both electronic
circular dichroism (ECD) sensitive to the stereochemistry of the
ground state, and circularly polarized luminescence (CPL)
suitable to examine excited states are used.

New possibilities emerged in the 1970s, when vibrational
spectroscopy was coupled to optical activity measurements.[6]

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) recording the optical
activity in the infrared region is the vibrational analogue of
ECD, whereas Raman optical activity (ROA) does not have an
electronic counterpart.

Vibrational spectra generally contain a greater number of
finely resolved bands when compared to electronic spectra.[6b]

VCD has been commonly used in structural analyses of bio-
macromolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids,[7] and more
recently also to study metal complexes.[5a,6a,8]

On the other hand, Raman spectroscopy is less commonly
used to study coordination compounds,[9] and ROA spectro-
scopy is even rarer as the signal is very weak, thus requiring
dedicated instrumentation.[5a,c,10] Moreover, coordination com-
pounds with transitions in the visible spectral region are
generally problematic for ROA typically fitted with a green
(532 nm) laser. Obtaining a reliable ROA spectrum of molecular
species absorbing the excitation light can be difficult because
of sample fluorescence or decomposition.

Early applications of ROA spectroscopy to study the
coordination compounds were accompanied by computational
approaches although the development of proper theory was
rather slow.[10b]

Nowadays, coordination compounds are studied by ROA
more often. Owing to a better understanding of the role of
electronic phenomena (ECD, CPL) in ROA spectra, extended
information can be obtained. For example, 3d and 4f metal ions
yield a strong ECD/ROA[11] and CPL/ROA[12] signal, respectively.
The present review aims to describe such cases.

2. 3d Metal Coordination Compounds

It is a well-known fact that compared to Rayleigh scattering,
Raman scattering is inherently very weak. Only when the
photon energy matches an electronic energy level difference of
the scattering sample a stronger (resonance) Raman signal may
be generated. Its dependence on the excitation wavelength
provides information about electronic energies, transition di-
poles, molecular potential energy surfaces, etc. Resonance
Raman spectroscopy is thus popular in inorganic chemistry.[13]

The resonance can also boost the ROA signal[14] and thus
the circular intensity difference,[15] CID = (IR-IL)/(IR+ IL) where IR
and IL are the detected intensities of the right and left circularly
polarized light. In resonance, the ROA signal is often even more
enhanced than Raman, and the CID value (typically ~10� 4 off-
resonance) increases by an order of magnitude.[16] In this way,
the vibrational chirality “borrows” its strength from the
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electronic one, such as that linked to the transition magnetic
and electric moments of the resonant transition.

Resonance ROA (RROA) spectra involving both single[17] and
more electronic states have been reported.[5c,14,18] In single state
resonance ROA, the sign (of spectra) is often dependent on ECD
at the excitation wavelength. The CID ratio is then related to
the Kuhn’s dissymmetry factor, i. e., the ratio of ECD and
absorption spectra.[16b]

For most 3d metal coordination compounds, d-d, charge
transfer or ligand-centered electronic transitions are detectable
in ECD spectra.[5f,19] The transitions are categorized in a localized
orbital model as ligand-to-metal, metal-to-ligand, ligand-to-
ligand, or metal-to-metal charge-transfer. The simplified single
electronic state model is sometimes appropriate, but it is
generally not suitable for theoretical interpretation of more
complex experimental RROA spectra.[16b]

The discovery of interference of ROA and ECD signals[11b]

represents an important milestone in the development of the
resonance ROA technique. Both circular dichroism and polarized
Raman scattering have been shown to contribute to the
observed “ROA” signal, IR-IL.

[11a,20] This effect was designated as
ECD-Raman.[16b] The measured signal of IR-IL is thus a sum of
ECD-Raman and “true” RROA, as frequently encountered in 3d
metal coordination compounds featuring transitions generating
intense ECD signal in the visible region.[5f] The ECD-Raman effect
is particularly intriguing in RROA measurements of achiral
solvents, where strong ROA bands of the solvent may be
encountered in the spectra. Initially, this phenomenon was
incorrectly attributed to the complexation or intermolecular
interactions between the achiral solvent(s) and a chiral solute.[21]

Later, an accurate description of clear separation of RROA and
ECD-Raman signals has been demonstrated.[11b,22] For CID due to
ECD-Raman, we obtained

CID ¼
IR � IL
IR þ IL

¼
De0 þ DOCDe

4
cl (1)

where Δɛ and Δɛ‘ are differential absorption coefficients (as
relevant to ECD) of the excitation and scattered light,
respectively; c is the concentration; l is the optical path length,
and DOC is the degree of circularity of each vibrational
transition of the solvent.[15]

Validity of this formula was demonstrated, for example, in a
copper-porphyrin complex (CuOEP), using a double-cell mag-
netic circular dichroism (MCD) and magnetic ROA (MROA)
experiments. The induced MROA signal of the solvent alone
(i. e., control reference measurement) was recorded in the cell
devoid of the chromophore complex (“solvent I” in Figure 1).[11b]

For the CuOEP complex, not only the induced ROA signal of
chloroform (CHCl3 as “solvent II” in Figure 1) could be observed,
but also two bands attributed to the deuterated solvent (CDCl3
as “solvent I” in Figure 1) that was not in contact with the dye.
The MCD spectra of CuOEP[11b] indicate that dichroism of
scattered light is much stronger compared to the incident one
(jΔɛ‘ j > jΔɛ j). This is consistent with the single-sign induced
ROA bands below 900 cm� 1.

In a most recent study,[11a] an improved ECD-Raman formula
has been introduced, and Raman and ROA intensities could be
corrected for auto-absorption with two 3d metal coordination
compounds (Figure 2): (R, R)-(� )-N,N’-Bis(3,5-di-tert-butylsalicyli-
dene)-1,2-cyclohexanediaminocobalt(II) (R-BuCo) and a tetrame-
tallic copper(II) complex (R-Cubane). This methodology makes it
easier to obtain more accurate RROA spectra.

The origin of the differential signal is a bit complicated, and
is outlined for a Co(II) coordination compound in Figure 3. Raw
ROA spectra, or more precisely the measured differences of IR-IL,
exhibit quite different patterns for toluene and dichlorome-
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thane (CH2Cl2) as solvents. ECD of the solute is combined with
Raman scattering, thus yielding ROA signals including vibra-
tional bands of the solvent.[22] With the ECD-Raman subtraction
formula, however, a more faithful RROA spectrum can be
obtained, which is thus almost solvent-independent, as it
should be.

To obtain RROA spectra, one has to measure the absorption
and ECD spectra, such as the normal molar extinction
coefficients at the wavelengths of incident- (e, Δe) and
scattered-light (e’, Δe’). To minimize the path length not
involved in scattering it is recommended to focus the laser in
the sample close to the front cell window. In Ref.[11a] a more
general formula, for the ECD-Raman contribution (Iudif) to the
recorded ROA intensity was used,

Iudif ¼
1 � ½1þ ðeþ e0Þcl�e� ðeþe0 Þcl

2ðeþ e0Þð1 � e� ðeþe0 ÞclÞ
ðIRdifDeþ IRsumDe0Þ (2)

where c is the molar concentration of the complex, l is the
Raman-active path length; and IRsum and IRdif are total and
differential Raman intensities processed with right circularly
polarized excitation light. Only under some conditions, this
equation simplifies to Eq. 1.

The ECD-Raman contribution to ROA (Eq. 2) can be calcu-
lated for a broad range of absorption and ECD-Raman/RROA
signal ratios, as described elsewhere.[20b] In Eq. 2, the intensity of
ECD is assumed to be much weaker than absorption, which is
generally true for most coordination compounds.

Encouraging results were obtained when the electronic
transitions’ contributions to Raman and ROA spectra of R-BuCo
(Figure 2a) were simulated separately. Among the first 18

Figure 1. The magnetic ROA (MROA) experiment (top, schematically): The
Cu(II) octaethylporphyrin complex (CuOEP, marked as “dye” and dissolved in
CHCl3 (“solvent II”) is placed in a different cell than the same but deuterated
solvent alone (CDCl3, “solvent I”). Both of the cells are exposed to laser light
and magnetic field. Raman (IR+ IL) and ROA (IR� IL) spectra are plotted for two
magnetic field orientations. Adapted from Ref. [11b] based on Creative
Commons CC BY license.

Figure 2. Chemical structural of two 3d metal coordination compounds and
their electronic spectra. (a, b) (R, R)-(� )-N, N’-Bis(3,5-di-tert-butylsalicylidene)-
1,2-cyclohexanediaminocobalt(II) (R-BuCo) and a tetrametallic copper(II)
complex (R-Cubane, based on R-(+)-camphor). (c, d) corresponding
absorption (ɛ) and ECD (Δɛ) spectra, obtained by experiment (blue) and
density functional theory (DFT) computation (black). 532 nm laser excitation
is indicated by a green line, and individual computed transitions rendered in
red. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [11a] (copyright 2022 American
Chemical Society).

Figure 3. The extraction of molecular resonance ROA (RROA) signal of (R, R)-
(� )-N,N’-Bis(3,5-di-tert-butylsalicylidene)-1,2-cyclohexanediaminocobalt(II) (R-
BuCo) measured in two solvents (toluene and CH2Cl2). (a) Raw spectra are
‘contaminated’ by the ECD-Raman contribution (top). Upon correction, pure
RROA spectra are obtained (bottom). (b) The main events in the sample
include (1) electronic circular dichroism (ECD) of the originally unpolarized
laser light passing through the sample, (2) circular polarization changes due
to Raman scattering on the molecule of interest (CP-Raman), (3) RROA of
chiral molecules, and (4) ECD of the scattered light. All of these contribute to
the total measured IR� IL circular polarization difference. (c) The correspond-
ing Raman spectra of R-BuCo; asterisks (*) indicate incomplete subtraction of
the solvent Raman bands. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [11a] (copy-
right 2022 American Chemical Society).
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lowest-energy electronic transitions, only #8 yielded realistic
Raman and ROA spectra. Close to the excitation wavelength
(532 nm), this transition is associated with large electronic-
transition dipole moment. When assigning the resonance states,
one must take into account not only the spectral patterns, but
also the signal’s enhancement (absolute intensity). Some
transitions (#8, #12, #15, and #16) involve a charge transfer
across the ligands’ aromatic system through the d-electron
system in cobalt. These electronic transitions’ localization also
accounts for the rather selectively enhanced band at 1603 cm� 1

of the C=C aromatic bond stretching.
For a much bigger copper complex, Cubane (Figure 2b), the

spectra calculated at pre-resonance conditions (532 nm) using
molecular fragments reproduced the experiment reasonably
well (Figure 4a) although the calculated C=O stretching signal
(>1590 cm� 1) was stronger than the measured one. A w-shape
pattern (around 1535 cm� 1) almost dominated the RROA
spectrum, mainly due to the C=C stretching within the ketone
segment of the ligand scaffold, as validated by the simulation.
There are approximately 190 fundamental vibrational transi-
tions in the region of 1100–1450 cm� 1 were predominantly

associated with C� H bending. Additionally, some were linked to
C� C stretching and other deformations. Notably, the pyridine
breathing mode at 1044 cm� 1 yielded a rather strong Raman
intensity, whereas the RROA signal within this range appeared
relatively weak and most positive. Another w-shape RROA band
appeared in the lower-frequency within 400–520 cm� 1. It can be
assigned to delocalized vibrations spanning the entire mole-
cule, and computation reproduces it reasonably well.

In the “Cubane” complex, a greater number of electronic
transitions are found close to the excitation wavelength
(532 nm) than in “BuCo”. In the range of 490–550 nm,
simulations predict 3 and 13 transitions for “BuCo” and
“Cubane”, respectively. State #46 (transition wavelength esti-
mated at 464 nm) seems to contribute most to Raman/RROA
intensities; its Raman spectrum and RROA sign (negative)
matches the experiment, and the overall resonance
enhancement is extraordinarily high. Its transition charge
density is shown in Figure 4b. Obviously, all double-bond
electronic systems and copper d-electrons in all four ligands are
involved, which likely translates to such a strong Raman signal.

A remarkable aspect of resonance Raman and ROA spectro-
scopy is demonstrated in Figure 4c. Raman intensities are due
to the two types of camphor scaffolds; (I) camphors bridged to
a copper atom through the carbonyl group, and (II) the other
type. Under 2000 nm excitation, both of them contribute almost
equally; this translates to their comparable chemical and optical
properties. At 532 nm excitation, the carbonyl groups in the
type II scaffold strongly contribute to the resonance and thus
dominate the spectrum. In the type I residue, the carbonyl
group that chelated to copper atom apparently reduces the
involvement of π-electrons in electronic transitions featuring
energies comparable to that of laser irradiation. Unlike for the
main Raman and RROA bands around 1556 cm� 1, the camphor
scaffold is not manifested in the RROA spectra. Nevertheless,
the residues can be recognized in the measured spectrum and
correspond fairly well to the simulated data (Figure 4d).

The RROA spectroscopy of 3d metal coordination com-
pounds appears to be suitable to discriminate between states
with similar energies, and there is no other way to do that. It
can provide information about delocalized electronic states
spread over all the ligands, and metal d-electrons essential for
the resonance effect contribute significantly to the spectra.

3. 4f Metal Coordination Compounds

The green (532 nm) light’s energy is close to that of electronic
transitions of some lanthanide(III) ions, e.g. 7F0!

5D1 (520-
530 nm) and 7F1!

5D1 (530–540 nm) in the absorption spectra of
Eu (III) compounds.[23] Molecules containing a europium (III) ion
are thus expected to yield a stronger ROA signal, due to
resonance. In addition, most lanthanide(III) ions also feature
very specific sharp bands due to f � f luminescence; these are
distributed across UV, visible, and near-infrared spectral areas.

The ROA spectrometer illuminates the sample by a laser,
and the circularly polarized component is recorded by employ-
ing a highly sensitive, artifact-resistant detection scheme,[24]

Figure 4. Raman and RROA spectra of R-Cubane. (a) Calculated (B3LYP/6-311
+ +G**/CCT/PCM) and experimental spectra. For the sake of clarity, the
intensities were multiplied by a factor of 4 below 1450 cm� 1 (vertical
separation line). (b) Transition charge density of an electronic transition #46,
verified as main contributor to the resonance Raman (RROA) effect. (c)
Calculated Raman spectra of the two types of camphor residues (I and II) at
532 and 2000 nm excitation. (d) Calculated RROA spectrum of the camphor
residues only, and experiment data. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [11a] (copyright 2022 American Chemical Society).
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even a very weak luminescence/fluorescence signal is thus
detectable. As both Raman and luminescence bands are
obtained simultaneously (i. e. in a single spectrum), their
corresponding chiroptical counterparts may also be recorded
simultaneously. Indeed, in the commonly used scattered circular
polarization (SCP) ROA spectrometer, unpolarized laser illumina-
tion is employed, and the difference between the two circular
polarizations is then detected at the emission side.[14] The CPL
signal (if present) is thus mixed with the ROA signal. Likewise, if
ROA is measured in the incident circular polarization (ICP)
mode, fluorescence-detected circular dichroism (FDCD)[25] signal
may also be recorded jointly with the ROA signal.

Not surprisingly, earlier reports demonstrating that the
europium (III) ion was capable of producing an intense and
easily measurable signal in ROA spectra[26] attracted consider-
able attention. Indeed, the so-called “induced resonance ROA”
was capable of detecting chirality in optically active ketones
and alcohols upon their chelation to a non-chiral europium (III)
complex.[27] The documented CID value of 10� 2 exceeded those
found in numerous organic molecules and biomolecules,[14] and
a similar result was obtained for a chiral bipyridine derived
Eu(III) complex.[28] This made ROA spectra recording easier, and
enabled use of reduced sample concentrations and/or shorter
recording times.

Later, it was discerned that the robust chiral signals did not
arise from Raman scattering or vibrational transitions. Rather,
they emanated from a circular-polarization component of the
luminescence exhibited by Eu(III) that was interacting with
chiral substrate.[12c] For CPL measured on a ROA instrument (i. e.,
using a SCP-ROA detection scheme), the glum value can be easily
converted to the CID value; glum=2(IL-IR)/(IL+ IR)]= � 2×CID.

The intense ROA signal observed in a chiral bipyridine-Eu(III)
complex[28] was assumed to be mixed with the luminescence
5D!7F transitions of the Eu(III) ion. A hetero-metallic complex,
cesium tetrakis(3-heptafluoro-butylryl-(+)-camphorato) Eu(III)
(Δ-CsEu[(+)-hfbc]4) and its enantiomer exhibit the highest CPL
dissymmetry factor ever reported.[29] They were thus employed
to assess the presence of circularly polarized luminescence in a
ROA measurement. The Eu(III) transition 5D0!

7F1 band fits into
the detector range of a commercial ROA instrument (~535–
612 nm). As illustrated in Figure 5, distinct peaks are discernible
in the vibrational Raman spectrum (IR+ IL) at 1989 and
1722 cm� 1. Corresponding, robust ROA bands (IR-IL) align with
these peaks. Notably, the band at 1989 cm� 1 exhibits an
extremely high CID value of 0.714 for the Λ enantiomer, the
largest value ever recorded in a ROA experiment. Furthermore,
the value of 2CID (1.43) measured on a ROA spectrometer is
reasonably close to 1.38, this being the glum determined earlier
by the CPL spectroscopy for the band at 595 nm.[29–30]

A useful quantity in the ROA spectroscopy is also the degree
of circularity (DOC). It is defined for the left (L) and right (R)
incident circularly polarized light as[31]

RDOC ¼ IRR � IRL
� �

= IRR þ IRL
� �

(3)

LDOC ¼ ILR � ILL
� �

= ILR þ ILL
� �

(4)

where the upper indices denote the incident polarization, i. e.
the sign of DOC depends on it. As polarization is not preserved
for the luminescence bands, the sign of the DOC signal from
the Eu (III) complex remains unchanged as RDOC= LDOC=CID.
In this way, the ROA and CPL signals can be easily identified.

For achiral lanthanide compounds, luminophores can also
be identified by optical activity induced by external magnetic
field. The magnetic CPL (MCPL) spectra of the [Ln(DPA)3]

3�

complexes (Ln=Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy, Ho, or Er; DPA=

dipicolic acid) were recorded on a ROA spectrometer during
magnetic field exposure,[12b] and a wealth of luminescence
bands of various lanthanide compounds could be obtained.

Out of the six weak lanthanide luminophores, namely Ce, Pr,
Nd, Tb, Dy and Ho, their respective MCPL signal (Figure 6) is
strongest in Tb(III) (5D4!

7H4 and
5D4!

7H5 transitions)
[32] and

weakest in Ce(III) (2D3/2!
2F5/2 transition).

[33]

Only Eu, Sm and Er yield luminescence spectra that are
stronger (Eu) or at least comparable (Sm and Er) to the Raman
spectra of a deprotonated DPA molecule. The luminescence

Figure 5. Raman (top) and Raman optical activity (ROA, bottom) spectra of
two enantiomers of the Cs[Eu(hfbc)4] complex (2 mM in chloroform) acquired
using 532 nm laser excitation. Raman spectrum of the solvent (chloroform) is
shown in gray. ROA intensities below 1500 cm� 1 have been multiplied 200-
fold to enhance visibility. Stronger Raman background in the Δ enantiomer
stems from fluorescent impurities. Slight artifacts (labelled by asterisks (*)
emerge are due to incomplete subtraction of the chloroform signal. Adapted
from Ref. [12c] (copyright 2015 John Wiley and Sons).
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bands of [Sm(DPA)3]
3� are predominantly governed by the 4G5/

2!
6H5/2 and

4G5/2!
6H7/2 transitions in Sm(III). In the case of

[Eu(DPA)3]
3� , the luminescence spectrum is mainly come from

Eu(III) 5D0!
7F1 transition with bands at 1864 and 1976 cm1

accompanied by a large MCPL signal. On the other hand,
[Er(DPA)3]

3� displays luminescence below 830 cm� 1, comparable
in intensity to the Raman signal of the DPA ligand prominent at
higher wavenumbers. The 4S3/2!

4I15/2 electronic transition is
responsible for the most intense bands, as well as a MCPL
“couplet” signal, exhibiting positive and negative bands at 328
and 362 cm� 1.[12b]

Remarkably, magnetic ROA measurements disclose an
intriguing correlation between MCPL and other spectroscopic
modalities. In contrast to almost instantaneous Raman scatter-
ing (occurs within ~fs), lanthanide luminescence proceeds at a
slower pace (lifetime in the order of μs), so that the absorption
and emission are well separated in time. In the context of SCP-
ROA, the MCPL signal’s polarization is affected by the energy
levels of ground and excited electronic states of the emitted
light. Typically, the lanthanide ion geometry changes encoun-
tered during the excitation are very small indeed, and the signal
can thus be associated with the ground state’s magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD). For ROA experiment carried out with

Figure 6. Magnetic circularly polarized luminescence (MCPL, IR� IL) spectra of weakly-luminescent [Ln(DPA)3]
3� complexes in a magnetic field (1.5 T). Averaged

spectra [Save= (SNorth� SSouth)/2] normalized to maximum Raman intensity are shown. Adapted with permission from Ref. [12b] (copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society).
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incident circularly polarized light (i. e., employing the ICP-ROA
detection scheme), MCPL is equivalent to magnetic FDCD (FD-
MCD), and the FD-MCD pattern can be related to absorption as
all 4 f states of the Ln (III) ions have almost identical geometries.

Lanthanide ions and their complexes strongly react to their
environment. In particular, their achiral species can become
optically active upon interaction with chiral molecules. Owing
to this effect, the ROA-CPL detection scheme proved conven-
ient to identify e.g. saccharides (Figure 7). Above 1500 cm� 1, a
strong CPL signal of the Eu(III)-sugar “complexes” was observed.
As it is specific to the individual sugar species, it can be used to
identify them.[34] Without the lanthanide complexes, it would be
very difficult to distinguish the four monosaccharides from each
other. Most prominently, EuCl3 yielded very different spectra
(red traces) for each of the four studied monosaccharides. Other
applications of the ROA-CPL technique in biomolecular struc-
tural studies have been described in a recent review.[12a]

The above examples demonstrate the ROA instrument’s
versatility in lanthanide CPL measurements. This novel detec-
tion scheme has been designated as ROA-CPL. A significant
benefit arises from the ability to directly excite the lanthanide
ions using laser, with no need for a UV chromophore as an
antenna ligand. The price paid for that is a limited spectral
range of the detected luminescence as the transitions cannot
be too far from the excitation wavelength (typically 532 nm).
The range is about 535–612 nm in a currently available

commercial ROA instrument, but can be extended up to
700 nm in dedicated spectrometers.[35]

4. Summary and Outlook

Electronic circular dichroism (ECD) and circularly polarized
luminescence (CPL) are well established spectroscopic methods
for stereo-chemical analysis of ground and excited states of
chiral coordination compounds, and both of them also appear
to be important in chiral Raman spectroscopy. The chirality can
be generated in various ways, e.g. by introducing the Pfeiffer
effect in a solution of racemate metal complexes using achiral
ligands, by working with chiral ligands directly, or by employing
chirality transfer in supramolecular structures.

The combination of ECD and resonance Raman optical
activity (RROA) can provide unique information about electronic
transitions in 3d metal coordination compounds. This is
expected to be of use, for example, in structural studies of
chromophores in bioinorganic chemical species such as metal-
loproteins essential for the functioning of living organisms.

The CPL measurement carried out using an inherently very
sensitive ROA spectrometer tolerates reduced analyte concen-
trations and/or shorter acquisition times than in conventional
ROA measurement. Induced CPL in lanthanide aids chiral

Figure 7. Raman optical activity (ROA, IR� IL) spectra of four monosaccharides in the absence/presence of EuCl3, Na[EuEDTA] or Na2[EuDEPA]. Traces below
~1500 cm� 1 have been expanded ten-fold for the sake of clarity. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [34] (copyright 2016 American Chemical Society).
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analyses of samples lacking conventional UV/vis chromophores,
and structural studies of biomolecules such as saccharides.

The ECD-Raman and CPL components of the ROA signal can
be significantly suppressed using longer excitation wave-
lengths. A ROA instrument equipped with a near-IR (785 nm)
laser[36] makes it possible to directly record true vibrational
Raman optical activity in most metal complexes. In this case, all
advantages of the non-resonance ROA spectroscopy can be
exploited although in this case, the signal is rather weak and
acquisition times accordingly longer.
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